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reprint of the original first published in 1882 since the ground breaking work of saul kripke david lewis and others in the 1960s
and 70s one dominant interest of analytic philosophers has been in modal truths which concerns the questions of what is
possible and what is necessary however there is considerable controversy over the source and nature of necessity in modality
and explanatory reasoning boris kment takes a novel approach to the study of modality that places special emphasis on
understanding the origin of modal notions in everyday thought kment argues that the concepts of necessity and possibility
originate in a common type of thought experiment counterfactual reasoning that allows us to investigate explanatory
connections this procedure is closely related to the controlled experiments of empirical science necessity is defined in terms of
causation and other forms of explanation such as grounding the relation that connects metaphysically fundamental facts to
non fundamental ones therefore contrary to a widespread view explanation is more fundamental than modality the study of
modal facts is important for philosophy not because these facts are of much metaphysical interest in their own right but
because they provide evidence about explanatory relationships in the course of developing this position the book offers new
accounts of possible worlds counterfactual conditionals essential truths and their role in grounding and a novel theory of
how counterfactuals relate to causation and explanation this volume offers an unusual variety of topics presented during
the fifth annual oberlin colloquium in philosophy essays topics include a dispute of the standard deductivist account of
scientific testability two definitions of nonsense that are closely related and correlate to science s concern with truth and
philosophy s concern with concepts contesting the causes of voluntary actions purported in hart and honor� s causation
and the law distinguishing two kinds of metaphysical tasks taxonomic and evaluative and discussions of what a thing is in
terms of its qualities and particulars and the distinction between numerical and conceptual differences universals and
individuation frank jackson philip pettit and michael smith have been at the forefront of philosophy in australia for much of the
last two decades and their collaborative work has had widespread influence throughout the world mind morality and
explanation collects the best of that work in a single volume showcasing their seminal contributions to philosophical
psychology the theory of psychological and social explanation moral theory and moral psychology the first full length
defense of social scientific laws to appear in the last twenty years this book upholds the prospect of the nomological
explanation of human behavior against those who maintain that this approach is impossible impractical or irrelevant by
pursuing an analogy with the natural sciences mclntyre shows that the barriers to nomological inquiry within the social
sciences are not generated by factors unique to social inquiry but arise from a largely common set of problems that face any
scientific endeavor all of the most widely supported arguments against social scientific laws have failed largely due to
adherence to a highly idealized conception of nomologicality allegedly drawn from the natural sciences themselves and the
limited doctrine of descriptivism basing his arguments upon a more realistic view of scientific theorizing that emphasizes the
pivotal role of redescription in aiding the search for scientific laws mclntyre is optimistic about attaining useful law like
explanations of human behavior as aristotle stated scientific explanation is based on deductive argument yet wesley c salmon
points out not all deductive arguments are qualified explanations the validity of the explanation must itself be examined four
decades of scientific explanation provides a comprehensive account of the developments in scientific explanation that
transpired in the last four decades of the twentieth century it continues to stand as the most comprehensive treatment of the
writings on the subject during these years building on the historic 1948 essay by carl g hempel and paul oppenheim studies in the
logic of explanation which introduced the deductive nomological d n model on which most work on scientific explanation was
based for the following four decades salmon goes beyond this model s inherent basis of describing empirical knowledge to tells
us not only what but also why salmon examines the predominant models in chronological order and describes their development
refinement and criticism or rejection four decades of scientific explanation underscores the need for a consensus of approach
and ongoing evaluations of methodology in scientific explanation with the goal of providing a better understanding of
natural phenomena this book analyses the role of rationality in economics focusing on which conditions the rationality
assumption makes valuable explanations possible and what kinds of explanation are then involved scientific explanation was
first published in 1962 minnesota archive editions uses digital technology to make long unavailable books once again
accessible and are published unaltered from the original university of minnesota press editions is a new consensus emerging in the
philosophy of science the nine distinguished contributors to this volume apply that question to the realm of scientific
explanation and although their conclusions vary they agree in one respect there definitely was an old consensus co editor
wesley salmon s opening essay four decades of scientific explanation grounds the entire discussion his point of departure is the
founding document of the old consensus a 1948 paper by carl g hempel and paul oppenheim studies in the logic of explanation
that set forth with remarkable clarity a mode of argument that came to be known as the deductive nomological model this
approach holding that explanation dies not move beyond the sphere of empirical knowledge remained dominant during the
hegemony of logical empiricism from 1950 to 1975 salmon traces in detail the rise and breakup of the old consensus and
examines the degree to which there is if not a new consensus at least a kind of reconciliation on this issue among contemporary
philosophers of science and clear agreement that science can indeed tell us why the other contributors in the order of their
presentations are peter railton matti sintonen paul w humphreys david papineau nancy cartwright james woodward merrilee h
salmon and philip kitcher what is the nature of causation how is causation linked with explanation and can there be an
adequate theory of explanation these questions and many others are addressed in this unified and rigorous examination of the
philosophical problems surrounding causation laws and explanation part 1 of this book explores hume s views on causation
theories of singular causation and counterfactual and mechanistic approaches part 2 considers the regularity view of laws
and laws as relations among universals as well as recent alternative approaches to laws part 3 examines the issues arising
from deductive nomological explanation statistical explanation the explanation of laws and the metaphysics of explanation
accessible to readers of all levels this book provides an excellent introduction to one of the most enduring problems of
philosophy this volume inaugurates a series concerning philosophy and medicine there are few if any areas of social concern so
pervasive as medicine and yet as underexamined by philosophy but the claim to precedence of the proceedings of the first trans
disciplinary symposium on philos ophy and medicine must be qualified claims to be first are notorious in the history of scientific
as well as humanistic investigation and the claim that the first trans disciplinary symposium on philosophy and medicine has no
precedent is not meant to be put in bald form the editors clearly do not maintain that philosophers and physicians have not
heretofore discussed matters of mutual concern nor that individual philosophers and physicians have never taken up problems
and concepts in medicine which are themselves at the boundary or interface of these two disciplines concepts like matter disease
psyche surely there have been books published on the logic and philosophy of medi 1 cine but the formalization of issues and
concepts in medicine has not received at least in this century sustained interest by professional phi losophers groups of
philosophers have not engaged medicine in order to explicate its philosophical presuppositions and to sort out the various
concepts which appear in medicine the scope of such an effort takes the philosopher beyond problems and issues which today are
subsumed under the rubric medical ethics in this new explanationist account of epistemic justification poston argues that the
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explanatory virtues provide all the materials necessary for a plausible account of justified belief there are no purely
autonomous reasons rather reasons occur only within an explanatory coherent set of beliefs scientific explanation laws of
nature and causation are crucial and frontier issues in the philosophy of science this book studies the complex relationship
between the three concepts aiming to achieve a holistic synthesis about explanation laws causation by reviewing hempel s
scientific explanation models and salmon s three conceptions the epistemic modal and ontic conception the book suggests that
laws are essential to explanation and that our understanding of laws will help solve the problems of the latter concerning
the nature of laws this book tackles both the problems of regularity approach and necessitarian approach it also proposes
that the ontological order of explanation should be from events or processes to causation then to regularity laws and
finally to science system but the epistemological order should be from science system to laws to explanation and causation
in addition this book examines the legitimacy of ceteris paribus laws the connection between explanation and reduction the
relation between explanation and interpretation and some other issues closely related to explanation laws causation this
book will attract scholars and students of philosophy of science natural sciences social sciences etc kenneth f schaffner
compares the practice of biological and medical research and shows how traditional topics in philosophy of science such as
the nature of theories and of explanation can illuminate the life sciences while schaffner pays some attention to the
conceptual questions of evolutionary biology his chief focus is on the examples that immunology human genetics neuroscience
and internal medicine provide for examinations of the way scientists develop examine test and apply theories although
traditional philosophy of science has regarded scientific discovery the questions of creativity in science as a subject for
psychological rather than philosophical study schaffner argues that recent work in cognitive science and artificial
intelligence enables researchers to rationally analyze the nature of discovery as a philosopher of science who holds an m d he
has examined biomedical work from the inside and uses detailed examples from the entire range of the life sciences to support the
semantic approach to scientific theories addressing whether there are laws in the life sciences as there are in the physical
sciences schaffner s novel use of philosophical tools to deal with scientific research in all of its complexity provides a
distinctive angle on basic questions of scientific evaluation and explanation theory and explanation in geography with this
book henry yeung puts geography back into the driver s seat of new theory development foregrounding mid range theories and
mechanism based explanations he offers a pragmatic approach that has the capacity to shape the wider social sciences for
years to come the timing of this intervention is pitch perfect as scholars search for ways to understand and intervene in an
increasingly distrustful and polarized world katharyne mitchell distinguished professor university of california santa cruz
usa critical human geography possesses a distinctive theory culture pluralist creative distributed restless contested prone
to turning wary of orthodoxies and fixed positions in this original and provocative contribution the leading economic
geographer henry yeung steps out beyond his home turf to engage styles and practices of theorizing across this diverse field
carving out a new remit and rubric for middle range theorizing jamie peck canadian research chair and distinguished university
scholar university of british columbia canada grounded in a generous reading of a multitude of critical approaches in human
geography and their diverse conceptions of theory theory and explanation in geography draws upon cutting edge debates on
the mechanism based approach to theory and explanation in analytical sociology political science and the philosophy of
social sciences to inform current and future geographical thinking on theory this consolidated conceptual work represents an
extension and much further development of the author s well cited works on relational geography critical realism and causal
explanation process based methodology globalization and the theory of global production networks and theorizing back and
situated knowledges that were published in leading journals in geography the work has several chapters that identify new
directions for geography s current and future engagement with the wider social sciences and relevant research agendas in
geographical thought its main chapters provide the necessary conceptual toolkits for mobilizing such an expanding research
program in the 2020s and beyond compared to typical texts on geographical thought this book is less retrospective and
historical and more prospective in nature detailing why and how mid range explanatory theories can be better developed
through causal mechanisms and relational thinking that have been revitalized in the social sciences theory and explanation in
geography is an essential read for academics geographers and scholars seeking unique perspective on an important facet of the
field in this collection of papers by laird addis published over approximately a quarter century the main topics are the
ontology of mind and the role of mind in the explanation of behavior addis defends a theory of natural signs by which there is in
every conscious state including emotional states an intrinsically intentional entity he also argues that explanations of
behavior by dispositional mental states while not themselves causal explanations presuppose the possibility of such
explanations the theory of dispositions is applied also to the theories of chomsky and freud in broad strokes addis holds that
while there is a distinct realm of mental properties behaviors admit of purely physical explanations in this timely study dawes
defends the methodological naturalism of the sciences though religions offer what appear to be explanations of various facts
about the world the scientist as scientist will not take such proposed explanations seriously even if no natural explanation
were available she will assume that one exists is this merely a sign of atheistic prejudice as some critics suggest or are there
good reasons to exclude from science explanations that invoke a supernatural agent on the one hand dawes concedes the bare
possibility that talk of divine action could constitute a potential explanation of some state of affairs while noting that the
conditions under which this would be true are unlikely ever to be fulfilled on the other hand he argues that a proposed
explanation of this kind would rate poorly when measured against our usual standards of explanatory virtue derivation and
explanation in the minimalist program presents accessible cutting edge research on an enduring and fundamental question
confronting all linguistic inquiry the respective roles of derivation and representation presents accessible cutting edge
research on the respective roles of derivation and representation in syntactic inquiry discusses a wide range of phenomena and
also includes alternative representational perspectives features papers by m brody c collins s epstein j frampton s gutmann n
hornstein r kayne h kitahara j mccloskey n richards d seely e torrego j uriagereka c j w zwart in most areas of this epistle b
ward powers has come to share the interpretation of paul s meaning held by the early church fathers although he explains and
expounds those views this is particularly the case in relation to chapters 12 through 14 where in keeping with the early
church fathers the reformers most scripture expositors until recent times and many present day exegetes powers expounds the
interpretation that tongues refers to human languages spoken on earth the one major area where powers parts company with
the fathers of the first christian centuries is in relation to matters of sex and marriage divorce and remarriage and attitudes
to women generally here powers explains that paul is more affirming of sex marriage and remarriage and women than many early
writers and some modern writers have understood him to be we need at times to take considerable care he writes to understand
the meaning of what paul says to the corinthians and in coming to terms with how this teaching is to apply to us in today s
world but when we have arrived at our understanding of these things then there is no question this is the word of god to us
and we must take it very seriously indeed we cannot just dismiss it offhandedly and simply say well that is just paul s opinion
and we can take it or leave it not at all paul has explained clearly that what he writes comes with the inspiration and
authority of the holy spirit of god this book proposes a new philosophical theory of scientific explanation by developing and
defending the position of explanatory pluralism we might think that appearances give a prima facie justification for belief this is
the foundation for phenomenal conservatism in epistemology mccain and moretti adapt this view by integrating it with the view
that epistemic justification is a matter of explanatory relations between one s evidence and propositions supported by that
evidence this volume provides the first authoritative explication of metatheoretical principles in the construction and
evaluation of social psychological theories leading international authorities review the conceptual foundations of the field
s most influential approaches scrutinizing the range and limits of theories in various areas of inquiry the chapters describe
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basic principles of logical inference illustrate common fallacies in theoretical interpretations of empirical findings and outline
the unique contributions of different levels of analysis an in depth look at the philosophical foundations of theorizing in
social psychology the book will be of interest to any scholar or student interested in scientific explanations of social
behavior
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reprint of the original first published in 1882

The Prayer book interleaved with historical illustrations and explanatory notes
arranged parallel to the text, by W.M. Campion and W.J. Beamont

1868

since the ground breaking work of saul kripke david lewis and others in the 1960s and 70s one dominant interest of analytic
philosophers has been in modal truths which concerns the questions of what is possible and what is necessary however there is
considerable controversy over the source and nature of necessity in modality and explanatory reasoning boris kment takes a
novel approach to the study of modality that places special emphasis on understanding the origin of modal notions in
everyday thought kment argues that the concepts of necessity and possibility originate in a common type of thought
experiment counterfactual reasoning that allows us to investigate explanatory connections this procedure is closely
related to the controlled experiments of empirical science necessity is defined in terms of causation and other forms of
explanation such as grounding the relation that connects metaphysically fundamental facts to non fundamental ones
therefore contrary to a widespread view explanation is more fundamental than modality the study of modal facts is
important for philosophy not because these facts are of much metaphysical interest in their own right but because they provide
evidence about explanatory relationships in the course of developing this position the book offers new accounts of possible
worlds counterfactual conditionals essential truths and their role in grounding and a novel theory of how counterfactuals
relate to causation and explanation

The Prayer Book Interleaved, with Historical Illustrations and Explanatory Notes
Arranged Parallel to the Text, by the Rev. W. M. Campion ... and the Rev. W. J.
Beamont ... With a Preface by the Lord Bishop of Ely. Second Edition, Revised and
Enlarged

1866

this volume offers an unusual variety of topics presented during the fifth annual oberlin colloquium in philosophy essays
topics include a dispute of the standard deductivist account of scientific testability two definitions of nonsense that are
closely related and correlate to science s concern with truth and philosophy s concern with concepts contesting the causes
of voluntary actions purported in hart and honor� s causation and the law distinguishing two kinds of metaphysical tasks
taxonomic and evaluative and discussions of what a thing is in terms of its qualities and particulars and the distinction
between numerical and conceptual differences universals and individuation

Introduction to the Study of the Gospels, with Historical and Explanatory Notes

2024-05-24

frank jackson philip pettit and michael smith have been at the forefront of philosophy in australia for much of the last two
decades and their collaborative work has had widespread influence throughout the world mind morality and explanation
collects the best of that work in a single volume showcasing their seminal contributions to philosophical psychology the
theory of psychological and social explanation moral theory and moral psychology

Multiple Choice Questions in Haematology

1981

the first full length defense of social scientific laws to appear in the last twenty years this book upholds the prospect of the
nomological explanation of human behavior against those who maintain that this approach is impossible impractical or
irrelevant by pursuing an analogy with the natural sciences mclntyre shows that the barriers to nomological inquiry within
the social sciences are not generated by factors unique to social inquiry but arise from a largely common set of problems
that face any scientific endeavor all of the most widely supported arguments against social scientific laws have failed
largely due to adherence to a highly idealized conception of nomologicality allegedly drawn from the natural sciences
themselves and the limited doctrine of descriptivism basing his arguments upon a more realistic view of scientific theorizing that
emphasizes the pivotal role of redescription in aiding the search for scientific laws mclntyre is optimistic about attaining
useful law like explanations of human behavior

Modality and Explanatory Reasoning

2014-09-18

as aristotle stated scientific explanation is based on deductive argument yet wesley c salmon points out not all deductive
arguments are qualified explanations the validity of the explanation must itself be examined four decades of scientific
explanation provides a comprehensive account of the developments in scientific explanation that transpired in the last four
decades of the twentieth century it continues to stand as the most comprehensive treatment of the writings on the subject
during these years building on the historic 1948 essay by carl g hempel and paul oppenheim studies in the logic of explanation
which introduced the deductive nomological d n model on which most work on scientific explanation was based for the
following four decades salmon goes beyond this model s inherent basis of describing empirical knowledge to tells us not only
what but also why salmon examines the predominant models in chronological order and describes their development refinement
and criticism or rejection four decades of scientific explanation underscores the need for a consensus of approach and ongoing



evaluations of methodology in scientific explanation with the goal of providing a better understanding of natural phenomena

Explanatory notes and comments on the New Testament

1849

this book analyses the role of rationality in economics focusing on which conditions the rationality assumption makes
valuable explanations possible and what kinds of explanation are then involved

Biblical and Theological Gleanings: a collection of comments, criticisms, and
remarks, explanatory or illustrative of nearly two thousand seven hundred
passages in the Old and New Testament ... With some original observations

1854

scientific explanation was first published in 1962 minnesota archive editions uses digital technology to make long unavailable
books once again accessible and are published unaltered from the original university of minnesota press editions is a new
consensus emerging in the philosophy of science the nine distinguished contributors to this volume apply that question to the
realm of scientific explanation and although their conclusions vary they agree in one respect there definitely was an old
consensus co editor wesley salmon s opening essay four decades of scientific explanation grounds the entire discussion his
point of departure is the founding document of the old consensus a 1948 paper by carl g hempel and paul oppenheim studies in
the logic of explanation that set forth with remarkable clarity a mode of argument that came to be known as the deductive
nomological model this approach holding that explanation dies not move beyond the sphere of empirical knowledge remained
dominant during the hegemony of logical empiricism from 1950 to 1975 salmon traces in detail the rise and breakup of the old
consensus and examines the degree to which there is if not a new consensus at least a kind of reconciliation on this issue among
contemporary philosophers of science and clear agreement that science can indeed tell us why the other contributors in the
order of their presentations are peter railton matti sintonen paul w humphreys david papineau nancy cartwright james
woodward merrilee h salmon and philip kitcher

A general pronouncing and explanatory Dictionary of the English Language ... By G.
F. and G. K.

1802

what is the nature of causation how is causation linked with explanation and can there be an adequate theory of explanation
these questions and many others are addressed in this unified and rigorous examination of the philosophical problems
surrounding causation laws and explanation part 1 of this book explores hume s views on causation theories of singular
causation and counterfactual and mechanistic approaches part 2 considers the regularity view of laws and laws as
relations among universals as well as recent alternative approaches to laws part 3 examines the issues arising from
deductive nomological explanation statistical explanation the explanation of laws and the metaphysics of explanation
accessible to readers of all levels this book provides an excellent introduction to one of the most enduring problems of
philosophy

Metaphysics and Explanation

1966-03-15

this volume inaugurates a series concerning philosophy and medicine there are few if any areas of social concern so pervasive as
medicine and yet as underexamined by philosophy but the claim to precedence of the proceedings of the first trans disciplinary
symposium on philos ophy and medicine must be qualified claims to be first are notorious in the history of scientific as well as
humanistic investigation and the claim that the first trans disciplinary symposium on philosophy and medicine has no precedent is
not meant to be put in bald form the editors clearly do not maintain that philosophers and physicians have not heretofore
discussed matters of mutual concern nor that individual philosophers and physicians have never taken up problems and
concepts in medicine which are themselves at the boundary or interface of these two disciplines concepts like matter disease
psyche surely there have been books published on the logic and philosophy of medi 1 cine but the formalization of issues and
concepts in medicine has not received at least in this century sustained interest by professional phi losophers groups of
philosophers have not engaged medicine in order to explicate its philosophical presuppositions and to sort out the various
concepts which appear in medicine the scope of such an effort takes the philosopher beyond problems and issues which today are
subsumed under the rubric medical ethics

Mind, Morality, and Explanation

2004-02-19

in this new explanationist account of epistemic justification poston argues that the explanatory virtues provide all the
materials necessary for a plausible account of justified belief there are no purely autonomous reasons rather reasons occur
only within an explanatory coherent set of beliefs

Laws And Explanation In The Social Sciences

2018-10-08

scientific explanation laws of nature and causation are crucial and frontier issues in the philosophy of science this book
studies the complex relationship between the three concepts aiming to achieve a holistic synthesis about explanation laws
causation by reviewing hempel s scientific explanation models and salmon s three conceptions the epistemic modal and ontic
conception the book suggests that laws are essential to explanation and that our understanding of laws will help solve the



problems of the latter concerning the nature of laws this book tackles both the problems of regularity approach and
necessitarian approach it also proposes that the ontological order of explanation should be from events or processes to
causation then to regularity laws and finally to science system but the epistemological order should be from science system
to laws to explanation and causation in addition this book examines the legitimacy of ceteris paribus laws the connection
between explanation and reduction the relation between explanation and interpretation and some other issues closely related
to explanation laws causation this book will attract scholars and students of philosophy of science natural sciences
social sciences etc

Sheridan improved. A general pronouncing and explanatory dictionary of the English
language

1820

kenneth f schaffner compares the practice of biological and medical research and shows how traditional topics in philosophy
of science such as the nature of theories and of explanation can illuminate the life sciences while schaffner pays some
attention to the conceptual questions of evolutionary biology his chief focus is on the examples that immunology human
genetics neuroscience and internal medicine provide for examinations of the way scientists develop examine test and apply
theories although traditional philosophy of science has regarded scientific discovery the questions of creativity in science as
a subject for psychological rather than philosophical study schaffner argues that recent work in cognitive science and
artificial intelligence enables researchers to rationally analyze the nature of discovery as a philosopher of science who holds
an m d he has examined biomedical work from the inside and uses detailed examples from the entire range of the life sciences to
support the semantic approach to scientific theories addressing whether there are laws in the life sciences as there are in the
physical sciences schaffner s novel use of philosophical tools to deal with scientific research in all of its complexity provides
a distinctive angle on basic questions of scientific evaluation and explanation

A General Pronouncing and Explanatory Dictionary of the English Language

1805

theory and explanation in geography with this book henry yeung puts geography back into the driver s seat of new theory
development foregrounding mid range theories and mechanism based explanations he offers a pragmatic approach that has the
capacity to shape the wider social sciences for years to come the timing of this intervention is pitch perfect as scholars
search for ways to understand and intervene in an increasingly distrustful and polarized world katharyne mitchell
distinguished professor university of california santa cruz usa critical human geography possesses a distinctive theory
culture pluralist creative distributed restless contested prone to turning wary of orthodoxies and fixed positions in this
original and provocative contribution the leading economic geographer henry yeung steps out beyond his home turf to engage
styles and practices of theorizing across this diverse field carving out a new remit and rubric for middle range theorizing jamie
peck canadian research chair and distinguished university scholar university of british columbia canada grounded in a generous
reading of a multitude of critical approaches in human geography and their diverse conceptions of theory theory and
explanation in geography draws upon cutting edge debates on the mechanism based approach to theory and explanation in
analytical sociology political science and the philosophy of social sciences to inform current and future geographical
thinking on theory this consolidated conceptual work represents an extension and much further development of the author s
well cited works on relational geography critical realism and causal explanation process based methodology globalization
and the theory of global production networks and theorizing back and situated knowledges that were published in leading
journals in geography the work has several chapters that identify new directions for geography s current and future
engagement with the wider social sciences and relevant research agendas in geographical thought its main chapters provide the
necessary conceptual toolkits for mobilizing such an expanding research program in the 2020s and beyond compared to typical
texts on geographical thought this book is less retrospective and historical and more prospective in nature detailing why and
how mid range explanatory theories can be better developed through causal mechanisms and relational thinking that have been
revitalized in the social sciences theory and explanation in geography is an essential read for academics geographers and
scholars seeking unique perspective on an important facet of the field

Four Decades of Scientific Explanation

2006-06-15

in this collection of papers by laird addis published over approximately a quarter century the main topics are the ontology of
mind and the role of mind in the explanation of behavior addis defends a theory of natural signs by which there is in every
conscious state including emotional states an intrinsically intentional entity he also argues that explanations of behavior
by dispositional mental states while not themselves causal explanations presuppose the possibility of such explanations the
theory of dispositions is applied also to the theories of chomsky and freud in broad strokes addis holds that while there is a
distinct realm of mental properties behaviors admit of purely physical explanations

Rationality and Explanation in Economics

2010-02-28

in this timely study dawes defends the methodological naturalism of the sciences though religions offer what appear to be
explanations of various facts about the world the scientist as scientist will not take such proposed explanations seriously
even if no natural explanation were available she will assume that one exists is this merely a sign of atheistic prejudice as
some critics suggest or are there good reasons to exclude from science explanations that invoke a supernatural agent on the
one hand dawes concedes the bare possibility that talk of divine action could constitute a potential explanation of some
state of affairs while noting that the conditions under which this would be true are unlikely ever to be fulfilled on the other
hand he argues that a proposed explanation of this kind would rate poorly when measured against our usual standards of
explanatory virtue



The Rural Development Act of 1972--analysis and Explanation--Public Law
92-419

1972

derivation and explanation in the minimalist program presents accessible cutting edge research on an enduring and fundamental
question confronting all linguistic inquiry the respective roles of derivation and representation presents accessible cutting
edge research on the respective roles of derivation and representation in syntactic inquiry discusses a wide range of phenomena
and also includes alternative representational perspectives features papers by m brody c collins s epstein j frampton s
gutmann n hornstein r kayne h kitahara j mccloskey n richards d seely e torrego j uriagereka c j w zwart

Scientific Explanation

1962-05-25

in most areas of this epistle b ward powers has come to share the interpretation of paul s meaning held by the early church
fathers although he explains and expounds those views this is particularly the case in relation to chapters 12 through 14
where in keeping with the early church fathers the reformers most scripture expositors until recent times and many present day
exegetes powers expounds the interpretation that tongues refers to human languages spoken on earth the one major area where
powers parts company with the fathers of the first christian centuries is in relation to matters of sex and marriage divorce
and remarriage and attitudes to women generally here powers explains that paul is more affirming of sex marriage and
remarriage and women than many early writers and some modern writers have understood him to be we need at times to take
considerable care he writes to understand the meaning of what paul says to the corinthians and in coming to terms with how
this teaching is to apply to us in today s world but when we have arrived at our understanding of these things then there is no
question this is the word of god to us and we must take it very seriously indeed we cannot just dismiss it offhandedly and
simply say well that is just paul s opinion and we can take it or leave it not at all paul has explained clearly that what he
writes comes with the inspiration and authority of the holy spirit of god

Causation and Explanation

2014-12-18

this book proposes a new philosophical theory of scientific explanation by developing and defending the position of
explanatory pluralism

A General Pronouncing and Explanatory Dictionary of the English Language

1826

we might think that appearances give a prima facie justification for belief this is the foundation for phenomenal conservatism in
epistemology mccain and moretti adapt this view by integrating it with the view that epistemic justification is a matter of
explanatory relations between one s evidence and propositions supported by that evidence

Multiple Choice Questions in Pathology with Answers and Explanatory Comments

1983

this volume provides the first authoritative explication of metatheoretical principles in the construction and evaluation of
social psychological theories leading international authorities review the conceptual foundations of the field s most
influential approaches scrutinizing the range and limits of theories in various areas of inquiry the chapters describe basic
principles of logical inference illustrate common fallacies in theoretical interpretations of empirical findings and outline the
unique contributions of different levels of analysis an in depth look at the philosophical foundations of theorizing in social
psychology the book will be of interest to any scholar or student interested in scientific explanations of social behavior

New 1986 Alien Employment Controls with Law and Explanation

1986

Evaluation and Explanation in the Biomedical Sciences

2012-12-06

Reason and Explanation

2014-08-03

The Comprehensive English Dictionary, Explanatory, Pronouncing & Etymological ...

1867



Explanation, Laws, and Causation

2017-04-21

Discovery and Explanation in Biology and Medicine

1993

Theory and Explanation in Geography

2023-08-15

Mind: Ontology and Explanation

2013-05-02

Theism and Explanation

2012-09-10

Derivation and Explanation in the Minimalist Program

2008-04-15

The British Quarterly Review

1871

First Corinthians: An Exegetical and Explanatory Commentary

2009-01-01

The English Etymological and Explanatory Spelling Book, Etc

1862

Explanatory Pluralism

2016-05-26

Appearance and Explanation

2022-01-02

Theory and Explanation in Social Psychology

2014-12-29

A Dictionary of the English Language, Containing the Pronunciation, Etymology,
and Explanation of All Words Authorized by Eminent Writers: to which are Added,
a Vocabulary of the Roots of English Words, and an Accented List of Greek, Latin,
and Scripture Proper Names

1845

Multiple Choice Questions in Physiology

1978
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